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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code§ 78A-4-103 (2)0).
INTRODUCTION

Nate Wade Subaru promised a prize-a new Subaru Crosstrek-to any
golfer, without exclusion, who hit a hole-in-one on the par-3 8th hole at the
charity tournament sponsored by the Big League Dreams Foundation at Hidden
Gj

Valley Country Club on June 1, 2015. Brett Wayment hit a hole-in-one at the
specified time and place and is entitled to his prize.
Nate Wade's defense is that it did not effectively communicate the offer
and thus should not be bound by it. "[N]o players at the Tournament, including
Wayment, were ever told that the use of or ownership of a car was the prize,"
Nate Wade argues. (Aplt. Br. at 6.) No players were verbally told they would
win a car for hitting a hole-in-one, but it was effectively communicated to them.
It was the only reasonable conclusion based on Nate Wade's objective

manifestations- including parking the prize car by the tee box on the 8th hole.
Nate Wade and tournament officials effectively communicated exactly what they
intended: hit a hole-in-one and win this car.
Further, while the golfers reasonably and correctly concluded that the
Subaru Crosstrek was the prize for hitting a hole-in-one, the offer was not
dependent on clarity about what the prize was. The golfers were promised the
prize for hitting a hole-in-one, whatever the prize was. And having hit a hole-inv
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

one, Wayment was entitled to claim the prize, which was, in fact, a new Subaru
~

Crosstrek. That is what Wayment reasonably expected and what Nate Wade
intended. Thus, even if there had been some question in Wayment's mind about
what the prize was, he hit the hole-in-one and was entitled to the promised
prize -a new Subaru Crosstrek.
Of course, Nate Wade left one thing out of its offer-it did not intend for
professional golfers to be eligible for the contest. The problem for Nate Wade is
that while its offer was clearly communicated, this exclusion was not. Indeed, it
is undisputed that Nate Wade made no effort to (1) exclude professionals from
participating in the tournament; (2) find out if professionals were participating in
the tournament; or (3) notify professionals that they were not eligible for the
hole-in-one contest. Thus, this was not part of the offer. Nate Wade's subjective
unspoken intent is not enforceable.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES

Issue 1: Nate Wade, through its objective manifestations, offered a prize-

a new Subaru Crosstrek-to participants in a golf tournament who hit a hole-inone on the par-3 8th hole, without expressing any exclusions or restrictions.
Brett Wayment, a professional golfer, hit a hole-in-one on the par-3 8th hole
during the tournament. Is Brett Wayment entitled to the prize?
Standard of Review: Summary judgment is reviewed de novo.

Wisan, 2016 UT 13, ,r 18.
vi
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M.T. v.
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DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS

There are no determinative statutory provisions.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Nature of the case and Course of Proceedings:

contract case arising from a unique setting.

This is a breach-of-

Defendant Nate Wade Subaru

sponsored a hole-in-one contest on the par-3 8th hole at a charity golf
tournament. Plaintiff, Brett Wayment, hit a hole-in-one. Nate Wade Subaru
refused to give him the car because, it says, the contest was only open to
amateurs and Wayment is a professional golfer.
Wayment filed suit asserting breach of contract and promissory estoppel.
(R.1-6.) On June 9, 2016, Wayment moved for summary judgment (R.147-64.)
Nate Wade opposed the motion. (R.398-420.) After oral argument, the court
ruled from the bench, granting the motion. (R.606-07, 751-59.) Final judgment
was entered on November 21, 2016. (R.622-23.) Nate Wade filed a notice of
appeal on December 22, 2016.1 (R.632.)
Statement of Facts: Defendant Nate Wade Subaru sponsored a hole-in-

one contest on the par-3 8th hole of the Big League Dreams Foundation charity
golf tournament at Hidden Valley Country Club on June 1, 2015. (R.399-400.)
The prize for hitting a hole-in-one was a new Subaru XV Crosstrek. (R.204, 400.)

Nate Wade's notice of appeal was one day late, but the district court granted a
motion extending the deadline. (R.669-70.)

1
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Nate Wade did not ask and was not told whether there would be any
professional goHers playing in the tournament. (R.401.) Nate Wade did not ask
the tournament sponsor or the goH course to determine the status of the players.
(R.177, 215.) No restrictions or exclusions about who could participate in the
tournament were communicated to Nate Wade, or to participants, before the
tournament. (R.404.) No effort was made to determine whether any professional

~

goHers were playing in the tournament. (R.406-04, 756.) The registration form
did not ask if the golfer was a professional or amateur. (R.211, 490.) No effort
was made to exclude professionals from the tournament. (R.756.) And nothing
was said to tournament participants about any restrictions or limitations on
participation in the hole-in-one contest.

(R.401-02.)

Nate Wade's 30(b)(6)

deponent conceded that Nate Wade did "nothing" to convey this restriction to
participants.

(R.361.)

In planning the tournament, there was simply "no

discussion about professionals." (R.169.)
On the morning of the tournament, Nate Wade parked a new 2015 Subaru
XV Crosstrek next to the tee box on the 8th hole. (R.404.) No oral explanations
were given regarding any restrictions or exclusions on the hole-in-one contest.
(R.406-07.)

Rule sheets were placed on the golf carts used by tournament

participants. (R.405.) The rule sheet noted that there was a "Hole In One"
contest on the 8th hole. (R.405-06.)

~
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The charity foundation hosting the tournament placed a sign on the tee
box of the 8th hole indicating that Nate Wade was sponsoring the hole-in-one
contest:

:,>'.l'

r ') I -o"'IJ ,, ,...,,,..~r-; r ri r <h

·, , r,
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•
(R.406.)
Brett Wayment, a professional golfer, played in the tournament. (R.407.)
He did not see or hear anything that excluded him from participating in the holeix

•
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in-one contest. (R.407.) From everything he saw - the rule sheet, the sponsor
sign, and the vehicle parked at the tee box on the 8th hole-Wayment believed if
he hit a hole-in-one he would win the car. (R.407-08.) And, of course, he did hit
a hole-in-one. (R.408.)
Brett Kassing, Nate Wade's representative, met with and congratulated
Wayment after the tournament and asked Wayment to pose for pictures with
him in front of the 2015 Subaru XV Crosstrek. (R.409.)

Kassing asked Wayment to fill out a questionnaire to claim his prize.
(R.409.)

Wayment filled it out and promptly returned it.

(R.409.)

The

questionnaire did not ask whether Wayment was a professional. (R.246.) It did

X
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ask, "What prize did you win?"

Wayment wrote, "Car-Subaru."

(R.246.)

Several days after the tournament, Kassing informed Wayment for the first time
that professional golfers were not eligible for the contest. (R.410.) The insurance
obtained by Nate Wade for the contest excluded professional golfers. (R.417.)
Wayment, of course, had never seen the insurance policy. (R.482.) .
A new Subaru Crosstrek like the one placed at the 8th hole of the
~

tournament has an MSRP of $24,217 and cost Nate Wade $22,967. (R.414.)
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

In prize-winning contests, "where an offer or promise is made in exchange
for an act to be performed on the part of the contestant, the performance of the
act is an acceptance of the offer and results in a binding contract." Walters v.
Nat'l Beverages, Inc., 422 P.2d 524, 525 (Utah .1967). Nate Wade promised a
prize-a new Subaru Crosstrek-to any golfer, without exclusion, who hit a
hole-in-one on the par-3 8th hole at the charity tournament sponsored by the Big
League Dreams Foundation at Hidden Valley Country Club on June 1, 2015.
Nate

Wade

effectively communicated its

offer

through its

objective

manifestations, most importantly, parking the prize right next to the tee box and
not identifying any other possible prize. Brett Wayment hit a hole-in-one at the
specified time and place and is entitled to his prize.
Nate Wade apparently did not intend for professional golfers to be eligible
for the contest but that unexpressed subjective intention is not enforceable. Nate
xi
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6w

Wade is bound by the offer it made and cannot enforce its unexpressed
restrictions or limitations. It is undisputed that no one communicated in any

~

way to Wayment or anyone else that professionals were not eligible to
participate in the hole-in-one contest.
Nate Wade argued that, as a professional golfer, Wayment should have
known from industry custom and practice that he was not eligible unless
professionals were expressly included in the contest.

This argument was

addressed by experts on both sides. Nate Wade addresses this issue briefly in its
statement of the case, but fails to address the issue in its argument. Because the
issue is inadequately briefed under Rule 24(a)(9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate
Procedure, this Court should refuse to consider it. In any case, as the district
court recognized, there was no disputed issue of fact on this point. Nate Wade's
own expert conceded that Wayment could reasonably have believed he was
eligible to participate in the hole-in-one contest.
Finally, in its statement of the case, Nate Wade briefly raises an issue about
the amount of damages awarded by the district court. This issue is not properly
raised in the statement of the issues and is not addressed at all in the argument.
This Court should not consider it.

xii
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ARGUMENT

Two issues have to be resolved. First is "whether Nate Wade manifested
an intention that the car would be the prize.'' (R.752.) Second is "whether it was
reasonable for Mr. Wayment to think that he could win this prize." (R.755.)

I.

Nate Wade Subaru objectively manifested its intention to offer a new
Subaru Crosstrek as the prize for hitting a hole-in-one on the 8th hole of
the tournament. It is bound by that offer.

The Utah Supreme Court long ago adopted the II general rule" applicable
to "prize-winning contests" that "where an offer or promise is made in exchange
for an act to be performed on the part of the contestant, the performance of the
act is an acceptance of the offer and results in a binding contract." Walters v.
Nat'l Beverages, Inc., 422 P.2d 524,525 (Utah 1967). See also Chenard v. Marcel
Motors, 387 A.2d 596, 600 (Me. 1978) ("in a tournament, the promisee's
performance of the requested act is the agreed exchange for the promised prize")
citing 6A Corbin, On Contracts§ 1489 at 656 (1962); Harms v. Northland Ford
Dealers, 602 N.W.2d 58, 61 (S.D. 1999)

CAccepting

a sponsor's offer to

participate in a contest creates an enforceable contract; awarding a prize to a
contest winner is a contractual duty."). The terms of the contract are determined
by the "manifested intentions of the offeror" and what a reasonable person
would understand the offer to be. Restatement (Second) Contracts§ 29.

1
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A.

An offer was made. Nate Wade intended to communicate, and did
in fact communicate through its objective manifestations, that a
new Subaru Crosstrek was the prize for hitting a hole-in-one.

Nate Wade contends that no offer was ever made because a critical term
was never stated-what the prize was.

"[N]o players at the Tournament,

including Wayment, were ever told that the use of or ownership of a car was the
prize." (Aplt. Br. at 6.) "[N]ot one golfer was told, orally or in writing, that they
would win a car by hitting a hole-in-one on Hole No. 8." (Aplt. Br. at 10.) The
district court asked the right question: "How did they know, then? Because it
seems like they did know they were going to get a car. And they were right
because the car was the prize." (R.731.)
They knew because that was the only reasonable conclusion from what
was manifested to participants in the tournament. The rule sheet said there was
a hole-in-one contest on the 8th hole. The advertisement at the tee box on the 8th
hole said Nate Wade Subaru was sponsoring the prize. And the prize itself-a
new Subaru Crosstrek-was parked right next to the tee box on the 8th hole.
What other conclusion could the golfer's reach?

The reasonableness of this

conclusion is confirmed by the fact that it was correct-the car was the prize.
Nate Wade says the trial court erred because "what should happen if Nate
Wade had intended instead to offer, e.g., a TV." (Aplt. Br. at 12.) No reasonable
person could have concluded, based on the objective manifestations of the offer,
that a TV was the intended prize. If Nate Wade had intended to offer something
2
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other than a car, it needed to make that clear. The golfers could only base their
expectations on what was actually manifested to them. "[U]nexpressed
intentions do not affect the validity of a contract." Jaramillo v. Farmers Ins. Grp.,
669 P.2d 1231, 1233 (Utah 1983).

Nate Wade argues that parking the car there was a meaningless
representation. "Because it is a car dealer, there was nothing irregular about
Nate Wade parking a car on the tee box," Nate Wade argues. (Aplt. Br. at 12.)
But that is the point. Nate Wade is a car dealership, and it was made known to
contestants that Nate Wade was sponsoring the prize. And with a car parked
right there, why would anyone assume Nate Wade was offering anything other
than a car. Nate Wade is a car dealership. As the district court said:
Nate Wade did intend to offer that car, and we can't lose sight
of that fact. It was the prize on the eighth hole and it was
communicated in such a way through the parking of the car there
and the sign saying that Nate Wade was sponsoring [the prize] and
knowing that there was a specific competition going on at this hole,
that it was reasonable and in fact correct, to assume that that car was
a prize for getting a hole-in-one.

(R.754.)
Again, where a reasonable person would understand the offer based on
the appearance created, the offeror is ''bound by that appearance." Restatement
(Second) Contracts§ 29 cmt. a. Nate Wade effectively manifested its intention to

3
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give the car to anyone who hit a prize on the par-3 8th hole. It is bound by that
offer.

B.

The offer and acceptance is not dependent on knowing precisely
what the prize was. It was enough that Nate Wade promised the
prize for hitting a hole-in-one.

Further, it does not matter whether it was made known to the golfers what
particular prize they would win if they hit a hole-in-one.

The offer and

acceptance is not dependent on knowing precisely what the prize is; only that
there is a particular prize. The unambiguous offer was "hit a hole-in-one and
~

you will win the prize." Nate Wade admits that the promised prize was, in fact,
a new Subaru Crosstrek. Wayment accepted the offer, hit the hole-in-one, and is
entitled to the prize. Whether he knew what the prize was or not is beside the
point. He is entitled to the promised prize, which happens to be a new Subaru
Crosstrek.
It makes no difference whether the golfers were told what the prize was.
11

They could have been told there was a mystery" prize for hitting a hole-in-one
on the 8th hole. If the "mystery" prize was a new Subaru Crosstrek, hitting a
hole-in-one would have entitled the golfer to that prize. As the district court
said, "Nate Wade did intend to offer that car, and we can't lose sight of that fact.
They were offering that car." (R.754.) Whether a golfer understood that a car
was being offered or not, that is what was, in fact, being offered, and by hitting a
hole-in-one he would be entitled to that prize. In any case, Wayment did know
4
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what the prize was because of the objective manifestations he saw at the
tournament.
There are no disputed issues of material fact. Nate Wade offered a car as
the prize for hitting a hole-in-one on the 8th hole. It was reasonable to conclude
that the car next to the tee box was the prize being offered based on Nate Wade's
objective manifestations. But even if the golfers did not know what the prize
was, they knew there was a prize being offered and that they would win the
prize if they hit a hole-in-one. It is undisputed that the new Subaru Crosstrek
was the promised prize. Nate Wade is bound by its offer and cannot now claim
there was no offer.
II.

Nate Wade failed to exclude professionals from its offer and cannot
escape its offer based on unexpressed intentions.

The second question, as expressed by the district court, is "whether it was
reasonable for Mr. Wayment to think that he could win this prize." (R.755.) The
undisputed facts show that the answer is yes.
A.

It is undisputed that no effort was made to exclude professionals
and no one said or did anything that suggested professionals were
not eligible to participate in the hole-in-one contest.

It is undisputed that no one told Wayment he was not eligible. There was
no discussion in the planning of the event about excluding professionals from the
hole-in-one contest. Nate Wade made no attempt to prevent professionals from
participating, or even to determine if professionals were participating. Nate
5
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Wade might have assumed that no professionals would participate, but that is of
no consequence to Wayment. In short, it is undisputed that there were no
objective manifestations by Nate Wade that Wayment was not eligible for the
contest. From the district court's ruling: "'There's no dispute that there were not
any explicit instructions or rules given to the participants that professionals were
not eligible for prizes." (R.755.) The district court continued: "So, it's not
disputed that there wasn't a plan to try to exclude professional golfers
beforehand from - it wasn't discussed whether they should be excluded. There
was no effort made to try to identify professional golfers who might be
competing or participating in the tournament.

And there were never any

instructions given to participants that professional golfers could not win any
prizes." (R.756.)
In short, Nate Wade cannot and does not argue that professionals were in

~

any way explicitly excluded from its offer.

B.

Unexpressed exclusions or restrictions in a hole-in-one contest are
not enforceable.

Nate Wade's unexpressed intention to exclude professionals from the holein-one contest is unenforceable. Fortuitously, there are three cases closely on
Ci

point. All involved hole-in-one contests with some undisclosed exclusion. In all
three, the court held that the undisclosed exclusion was unenforceable.
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In Grove v. Charbonneau Buick-Pontiac, Inc., 240 N.W.2d 853 (N.D. 1976),
the defendant offered a new car to the first person in the tournament "who
shoots a hole-in-one on Hole No. 8."

As a side note, the defendant was

apparently careful to make clear that "[t]he offer was not limited to professionals
but was open to golfers generally who paid the fee and entered the tournament."
Id. at 861. The tournament was played on a course having only nine holes, but it
was an 18-hole tournament, so each hole was played twice. Contestants teed off
the first time around from blue markers numbered one through nine and the
second time around from white markers numbered 10 through 18. Id. at 854.
Grove hit a hole-in-one while playing the 8th hole for the second time from the
white marker numbered "17." The court held that the ambiguity had to be
"construed and interpreted most strongly against the party who caused the

It was "the duty of the defendant to explain the

ambiguity ...." Id. at 862.

contest so that the public would not be misled." Id. at 858. This had to be the
outcome, the court explained, or contest promoters could "trifle with the public"
by "adding requirements or conditions that were not stated in the offer." Id. at
862. "The fact that another golfer, amateur or professional, may not have made a
claim for the award under the same circumstances would not have any bearing
on the question." Id. In short, in Grove, the court held that the undisclosed
exclusion-that the prize was only available for a hole-in-one on the 8th hole
11

from the tee boxes marked 8

11
-

could not be enforced.
7
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In Cobaugh v. Kick-Lewis, Inc., 561 A.2d 1248 (Pa. 1989), Amos Cobaugh
hit a hole-in-one on the 9th hole of a golf tournament. A sign next to a car by the
tee box on the 9th hole read: "HOLE-IN-ONE Wins this 1988 Chevrolet Beretta."
But there was a problem. The car had been offered as a prize for a hole-in-one

Gw

for a tournament held two days earlier and was never intended as a prize for the
tournament Cobaugh was playing in. The defendant simply forgot to remove
the car and the sign after the tournament two days earlier. Nevertheless, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that a contract was formed and Cobaugh was
entitled to the car.
It is the "manifested intent of the offeror and not his subjective intent
which determines the persons having the power to accept the offer." Id. at 1251.
"By its sign" the defendant had "offered to award the car to anyone who made a
hole-in-one at the ninth hole." Id. at 1250. "A person reading the signs would
reasonably understand that he or she could accept the offer and win the car by
performing the feat of shooting a hole-in-one. There was thus an offer which
was accepted when appellee shot a hole-in-one." Id. at 1250.
The undisclosed limitation-that the car was intended as a prize for an
earlier tournament and not this tournament-was not enforceable. Although the
car was intended as a prize for the earlier tournament, the "posted signs did not
reveal such an intent." Id. at 1251. Cobaugh had no reason to believe that the
vehicle "had been intended as a prize only for an earlier tournament." Id. The
8
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court compared this to a case of unilateral mistake. "Where the mistake is
unilateral and is due to the negligence of the party seeking to rescind, relief will
not be granted." Id. In other words, where a contest promoter, through its own
~

negligence, fails to disclose some exclusion or limitation leading a contestant to
believe he is eligible to participate, the promoter cannot disclaim the contract
because of its own negligence. "It is the manifested intent of the offeror and not
his subjective intent which determines the persons having the power to accept
the offer." Id. And in Cobaugh, "the offeror's manifested intent, as it appeared
from signs posted at the ninth tee, was that a hole-in-one would win the car. The
offer was not limited to any prior tournament." Id.
Finally, in Harms v. Northland Ford Dealers, 602 N.W.2d 58 (S.D. 1999),
Jennifer Harms hit a hole-in-one from the amateur women's tee box during a
tournament. Harms did not know, and had no way of knowing, but the sponsor
intended to offer the prize only to those who teed off from the men's tee box.
The insurance contract procured by the defendant required professionals to hit a
hole-in-one from a minimum of 193 yards and amateurs from a minimum of 170
yards to be eligible for the prize. Id. at 60. "This requirement was not made
known to the players beforehand." Id. at 59. A banner placed at the tee box
"announced that a hole-in-one would win the car, but it gave no other details."
Id. The prize, a Ford Explorer, was parked near the tee box. "Amateur female

l..iJj)

participants were not told that to qualify for the hole-in-one contest, they would
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have to tee off from the amateur men's tee box." Id. Without being told this,
11

female contestants could infer that the rules for teeing [off] applied to the eighth

hole the same as every other." Id. Because this restriction was not made known,
the South Dakota Supreme Court held that it could not be enforced. Rather,
"Northland must abide by the rules it announced, not the ones it left
unannounced." Id. The court further explained that, "[w]hatever ambiguity [the
offer] contained should not be resolved against a contestant." Id. at 62.
So, in fact, even if it is undisputed that Nate Wade never subjectively
intended to include professionals in the contest, Nate Wade's unexpressed
subjective intent is irrelevant. Perhaps it was a unilateral mistake for Wayment
to assume he was eligible. But that mistake was Nate Wade's fault. Nate Wade
is bound by what it offered, not what it silently intended.
C.

As a professional golfer, Wayment had no reason to know he was
not eligible to participate in the contest.

Nate Wade argues that, even if there were no express exclusions, as a
professional golfer, Wayment should have known he was not eligible to
participate. The district court phrased the issue this way: "should Mr. Wayment
have just known, as a professional golfer in Utah himself" that he was not
eligible for the contest? (R.755.) In other words, if a reasonable professional
golfer in Wayment's shoes should have known he was not eligible for the
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contest, based on some custom and practice, perhaps, then Wayment would not
(jJ

be eligible.

This is where Nate Wade claims the district court ignored or disregarded
"conflicting expert testimony." (Aplt. Br. at 1.) To the contrary, the district court
correctly determined there was no disputed issue of fact on this question. In any
case, this argument was waived because it was not adequately briefed.
1.

Nate Wade waived any argument about conflicting expert
testimony by not addressing the argument in the Argument
section of its brief.

Nate Wade does nothing in its brief to develop this issue. Its first issue
statement asks whether the district court erred in granting summary judgment
"in the face of conflicting expert testimony ... " (Aplt. Br. at 1.) In its Statement of
the Case, Nate Wade again claims it "offered contrary expert testimony from two
independent experts." (Aplt. Br. at 4.) But in its argument, Nate Wade makes no
mention of this alleged conflict between the experts and makes no attempt to
explain how this allegedly conflicting expert testimony created a disputed issue
of fact. Indeed, there is no mention of expert testimony at all in Nate Wade's
argument, and only one brief mention in the Summary of Arguments. 2

2

In a single sentence in its Summary of Arguments, Nate Wade asserts: "In
granting summary judgment, the trial court chose to believe some expert
opinions over others, without making the inferences against summary judgment
that it was obligated to make." (Aplt. Br. at 11-12.) This argument is not
developed or even addressed in the Argument section of the brief.
11
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The argument is not meaningfully developed. "Rule 24(a)(9) of the Utah
Rules of Appellate Procedure states that the appellant's argument Jshall contain
the contentions and reasons of the appellant with respect to the issues presented
... with citations to authorities, statutes, and parts of the record relied on.' To
satisfy rule 24(a)(9), the argument must provide meaningful legal analysis."
Wilson v. IHC Hospitals, Inc., 2012 UT 43,

,r

121 (internal quotation marks

omitted). An argument that is not properly developed is waived. Id. See also
State v. Garner, 2002 UT App 234,

,r

12 (refusing to consider a "cursory"
~

argument set forth in "only three paragraphs" without explanation of cases
cited). Raising an issue in the Statement of the Case but not in the argument
section is insufficient. See~ Harris v. IES Assocs., Inc., 2003 UT App 112, ,r 18
n.6. CU Although IES designates as issues on appeal whether Harris could
subpoena its former bookkeeper and whether the subpoenas were unduly
burdensome, IES fails to make an argument in the argument section of its brief.
Therefore, we do not consider the issues."); Friends of Great Salt Lake v. Utah
Dep't of Nat'I Resources, 2017 UT 15,

,r 64 (appellant could not meet "burden of

persuasion" on issue mentioned "once in the statement of the case and once in
articulating an applicable standard of review" but with "no analysis of this issue

if the argument section"). Nate Wade waived any argument about conflicting
expert testimony by not addressing the issue in the argument section of its brief.
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2.

There was no conflict between the experts. Nate Wade's
expert unequivocally conceded Wayment's position.

In any case, the district court correctly concluded that there was no conflict
between the experts. (R.756-58.)
a.

Wayment testified that it is reasonable for
professionals to believe they can participate in holein-one contests unless they are expressly excluded.

Wayment testified that he has "many years' experience playing in and
putting on golf tournaments, including charity golf events."

(R.218.)

He

explained that these events often include professionals and amateurs, and that
both are permitted to participate in prize contests "unless there are express
limitations indicated on a rules sheet ... or signs offering the prizes." (R.218.) He
testified that he has won and has seen other professionals win prizes at such
events.

(R.218.)

In short, according to his own experience and expertise,

"professional golfers are eligible to participate in prize contests, such as hole-inane contests, unless the contest explicitly states otherwise." (R.220.)
b.

Wayment's retained expert, Devin Dehlin, testified
that it is reasonable for professionals to believe they
can participate in hole-in-one contests unless they are
expressly excluded.

Wayment's retained expert, Devin Dehlin, likewise testified that
"professional golfers are eligible to participate in prize contests, such as hole-inane contests, unless the contest explicitly states otherwise." (R.251.) "[W]here
event organizers are concerned about player status," he explained, "they inquire
13
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about that status on entry or registration forms. Where nothing is asked, I would
conclude that a participant's player status is inconsequential." (R.252.) Dehlin
provided photographic evidence of signs next to the tee box for hole-in-one
contests stating, for example, "Hole In One Contest For Amateurs Only." (R.33436.) Where there is no such sign or other exclusion, Dehlin' s expert opinion is
that it is reasonable for professionals to believe they can participate.
c.

Nate Wade's retained expert, Ryan Kartchner,
unequivocally conceded that it was reasonable for
Wayment to believe, based on the objective
manifestations at this tournament, that he was eligible
to participate in the hole-in-one contest.

That brings us to Nate Wade's experts. First is Ryan Kartchner. His
declaration, submitted with Nate Wade's opposition to Wayment's motion for
summary judgment, states that "it has been and remains a custom and
commonly understood requirement for golfers participating in amateur events,
with amateurs, [to] disclose their professional status."

(R.436.)

He further

testified that, "it is commonly understood that professional golfers are not
eligible for competition prizes, such as a hole-in-one contest, unless the
competition explicitly says otherwise." (R.437.)
But then Kartchner was deposed. During his deposition, he explained that
it was merely his "personal feeling" that as a professional he would not be
eligible for a contest:
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Q.
The only [charity golf events] you've
participated in during the time you were a pro are ones
where pros are invited. Correct?

A. Some of those charity events, it's just an open
event where it's just they're looking for people to come
play, regardless. Which is the kind of event that we're
talking, the Big League of Dreams. They' re just trying to
get people to come play and support the charities.
Those are the ones that, uhm, based on opinion, where
we've gone with this, is where I - if I don't register as a
pro, I don't personally feel like I'm eligible for the event.
Q. That's your personal feeling?

A. My personal feeling, yes.

(R.490.)
He admitted that other professionals could have a different opinion:
Q. Is it possible that some other pros could
reasonably have a different personal feeling about that?

MR. MORRIS: Speculation. Foundation.
THE WITNESS: Absolutely ....
(R.490-91.)
He also explained that Wayment is not a "professional" in the same way
he is.

Wayment "is not affiliated with the PGA of America," Kartchner

explained. (R.491.) "I've gone through the schooling and the education and
worked in the industry to become a PGA professional which Brett [Wayment]
hasn't even tried to do." (R.491.) This means Wayment might have a different
"personal standard" than Kartchner:
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Q. So maybe what you were saying, then, is that
given what your focus is, you have a certain standard
which you have expressed to us as a personal standard,
and that Brett, being a different kind of pro with a
different kind of focus, could reasonably believe that he
was eligible to participate as a pro and win prizes?

MR. MORRIS:
Foundation.

Misstates prior testimony.

THE WIINESS: I think that is possible.

(R.493.)
Finally, Kartchner stated that his personal experience in setting up
tournaments and procuring insurance policies like the one secured by Nate
Wade has led him to assume that professionals are generally not eligible for such
contests. But he admits that it was reasonable in this case for Wayment to believe
he was eligible.
Q.
And even though that's your personal
practice, do you believe it is reasonable that Mr.
Wayment believed he would be eligible to participate in
the prize on the hole sponsored by Nate Wade Subaru?

MR. MORRIS:

Foundation.

State of mind.

Incomplete hypothetical.
The Witness: Yes, I believe it would be
reasonable.

(R.497 emphasis added.)
Because of the pending dispositive-motion deadline, Wayment submitted
his motion for summary judgment before Kartchner had reviewed and signed his
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deposition testimony. After reviewing it, Kartchner submitted a "clarification"
to this testimony: "Yes, I believe it would be reasonable under some

circumstances." (R.446.)

Wayment moved to strike this clarification, but the

district court considered the clarification anyway.

"I will consider his

clarifications to his deposition," the court said, "but I still think that it is a
definitive answer." (R. 757.)

I think that when he's asked ... even though that's your
personal practice, do you believe it is reasonable that Mr. Wayment
believed he would be eligible to participate in the prize on the hole
sponsored by Nate Wade Subaru? "Yes, I believe it would be
reasonable in some circumstances." I think that's a definitive
answer.
(R.757.) As the district court explained, Kartchner knew the circumstances when
he answered the question. "He worked for the golf course.... He knew what was
conveyed to participants. He knew what the rule sheet said .... And I think that

Mr. Kartchner is giving a definitive answer here, yes, I believe it would be
reasonable in some circumstances. But we know the circumstances. So he has
them before him in this situation." (R.757-58.)
Of course Kartchner knew the circumstances. He was put forward as an
expert on these circumstances. Thus, the district court concluded, correctly, that
there was no conflict among the expert testimony. Mr. Kartchner had merely
expressed his "personal" standard and then testified definitively that Wayment's
belief was reasonable under the circumstances. Kartchner also testified that the
17
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opinions of Mr. Wayment's expert, Devin Dehlin, were reasonable. (R.382.) In
short, Kartchner' s testimony did not create a disputed issue of fact. It confirmed
Wayment's position.

3.

Todd Tanner testified about his personal practice while also
conceding the reasonableness of Wayment's belief that he
was eligible to participate in the hole-in-one contest.

Nate Wade argues that the district court "ignored the opinion of Nate
Wade's other expert professional golfer Todd Tanner .... (Aplt. Br. at 6.) Tanner
did not give the district court a choice. Tanner submitted a declaration testifying
that "[i]n the golf industry, it is commonly understood that professional golfers
are not eligible for competition prizes, such as a hole-in-one contest, unless the
competition explicitly says otherwise." (R.451.) But then he submitted a second
declaration testifying that the first declaration was a "form declaration" provided
to him by Nate Wade's counsel and that he signed it without having a "full
understanding of the circumstances of the case between Brett Wayment and Nate
Wade." (R.501.) He apparently did not realize his declaration was going to be
submitted to the court. (R.501.) He declared he had "no desire to participate in
this case or to serve as an expert."

(R.502.)

And he clarified his earlier

declaration by testifying that he had never volunteered his professional status at
a tournament.

"It was either asked of me in advance or it was never of

consequence." (R.503.) And he added: 1.1While professional golfers are generally
excluded from participating in tournament prize contests, this [is] because there
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is also generally an express exclusion of their participation in either registration
materials, rules sheets, signs or other documents or information given to
tournament participants." (R.503.) He explained that, "If there were no express
statement excluding professionals from participating in the prize contests, some
professional golfers might reasonably believe that they are entitled to win the
prize.

This is not clear in my mind."

(R.503.) He admitted he had never

tj

participated in an amateur tournament that "expressly 'included' professionals"
but had seen materials II that expressly 'exclude' professionals." (R.504.) And he
added that all of this "represents my personal understanding" and not an
industry standard. (R.504.) "I am aware," he concluded, "that there are other
knowledgeable and qualified golf professionals that would disagree with my
personal standards and customs." (R.504.)
The district court ignored Tanner's testimony because, in the end, there
was nothing there. In fact, if anything, Tanner's testimony (like Kartchner's
deposition testimony) helps Wayment's case by showing that it was reasonable
for a professional golfer in Wayment' s position to believe he was entitled to
participate in the hole-in-one contest.
In sum, Nate Wade objectively manifested its intent to give a prize-a new
Subaru Crosstrek-to any golfer who hit a hole-in-one on the 8th hole.

It

expressed no exclusions to this offer and there is no evidence that a professional
golfer like Wayment did or should have understood that he was not eligible even
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in the absence of any express exclusion. To the contrary, Nate Wade's own
experts acknowledge that it was reasonable for Wayment to believe he was
eligible. Under these circumstances, Nate Wade is bound by the offer it made
and cannot enforce its unexpressed intent to exclude professionals from the
competition.
III.

Nate Wade cannot challenge the damages on appeal because it did not
preserve the issue below and failed to adequately brief the issue on
appeal.

It's not clear whether Nate Wade intends to challenge on appeal the
damages awarded by the district court. The issue is mentioned only briefly in
the statement of the case. In any case, Nate Wade did not preserve the issue and
has not adequately briefed it on appeal.
A.

Nate Wade did not preserve any issue related to damages . .

After submitting a verified memorandum of costs totaling $1,368.45,
Wayment submitted a proposed final judgment in the amount of $29,095.26.
(R.611, 617-18.) This sum was the result of a principal award of $24,217 (the
undisputed MSRP of the Subaru Crosstrek), prejudgment interest of $3,509.81,
and costs of $1,368.45. (R.618.) Nate Wade did not object and the court signed
the final judgment. (R.622-23.) With exceptions not applicable here, this Court
"will not address any new arguments raised for the first time on appeal." Treff
v. Hinckley, 2001 UT 50, ,r 9 n.4.
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B.

Nate Wade did not adequately brief this issue on appeal.

The last paragraph of Nate Wade's statement of the case asserts that Nate
Wade "presented evidence to the trial court that the dealer cost of the car was
$22,967.00, and that no customer would ever pay more than MSRP for the car"
but "the trial court awarded as damages the value of the full MSRP of the car,
making the most aggressive inference on damages against Nate Wade that it
could." (Aplt. Br. at 7.) As with the alleged dispute over conflicting expert
testimony, Nate Wade makes no mention of this issue in its argument. "To
satisfy rule 24(a)(9), the argument must provide meaningful legal analysis."
Wilson, 2012 UT 43,

,r 121 (internal quotation marks omitted).

This issue is not

mentioned in the Summary of Arguments, or in the Argument. And there are no
facts related to this issue in the Statement of Facts.

An argument is not

adequately briefed "when the overall analysis of the issue is so lacking as to shift
the burden of research and argument to the reviewing court." State v. Thomas,
961 P.2d 299, 305 (Utah 1998). "[T]his court is not a depository in which the
appealing party may dump the burden of argument and research."

Id.

(quotation marks and citations omitted).
Raising an issue in the statement of the case but not in the argument
section is insufficient. See

~

Friends of Great Salt Lake, 2017 UT 15,
II

,r

64

(appellant could not meet "burden of persuasion" on issue mentioned once in
~
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the statement of the case and once in articulating an applicable standard of
review" but with "no analysis of this issue if the argument section").
CONCLUSION

Nate Wade promised a prize to anyone who hit a hole-in-one on the par-3
8th hole. Wayment did it and is entitled to his prize. Nate Wade could have
protected itself by getting insurance that covered professional golfers or, even
easier, by making it clear that professional golfers could not participate in the
hole-in-one contest. It failed to do so. Instead, the offer was made to every
participant in the tournament.

Nate Wade's unexpressed intentions are

unenforceable. (It's not clear, by the way, that Nate Wade actually intended to
exclude professionals. It appears that Nate Wade simply did not consider the
issue until after the fact.) The ruling of the district court should be affirmed.

DATED this 31st day of October, 2017.
KIRTON I McCONKIE
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